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 THE INTERNATIONAL STATUS OF
 WEST NEW GUINEA UNTIL 1884 *

 Robert C. Bone

 Introduction

 In the years between 1949 and 1963 the clarification of the inter
 national status of West New Guinea, now officially included within
 the borders of the Republic of Indonesia as Irian Barat, constituted
 a perennially active and confusingly complex item ?n the agenda
 of world territorial disputes. While the protagonists involved
 were new, the general situation was a familiar one for the territory
 in question. For it has been the island's curious destiny to be a
 passive but disputed pawn of history from the time of its first
 mention in Javanese court chronicles until the presumably "per
 manent" settlement of its international status in the seventh
 decade of the twentieth century.1

 New Guinea has often been termed "the land without history."
 In the active sense of any important kingdoms or empires having
 originated in the area, this is true. But in terms of the island's
 role as a passive pawn, there are three broad periods which can be
 distinguished since, although however peripherally, the area first
 was first pulled into the stream of development of world politics
 in the sixteenth century. For convenience's sake we can date the
 beginning of this first period from 1545, when the Spanish
 explorer, Ortiz de Retez, first gave the island the name by which
 it has since been customarily identified. Throughout this long
 initial period which, with various subdivisions, can be legitimately
 considered as lasting until 1814, West New Guinea's international
 status rests in a vague twilight zone of uncertain and disputed

 * I am indebted to Mr. Don Ralston for the drafting of the map which accom
 panies this article. I alone am responsible for the accuracy of the translations
 from Dutch and French sources.

 1. Actually, of course, only the western section of the island, the area most acces
 sible from the Indonesian archipelago and the South-East Asian mainland, aside
 from the casual visits of explorers elsewhere, has been at all involved in world
 history. There seems to be some evidence to indicate that as early as the time
 of the compilation of the Ramayana, (c. 300 BC) New Guinea was known to the
 Indie world. For comment on a possible reference to the island's snow-capped
 mountain peaks in the Ramayana, see H. Kern's "De invloed der Indische beschav
 ing op Java en omliggende eilanden," Verspreide Geschriiften ('s-Gravenhage,
 1928), XV, 182-183.
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 NEW GUINEA

 claims to sovereignty, or an even more misty limbo of total in
 difference to the area's status by any of the possible claimants to
 sovereignty. The period from 1884 to 1949 comprises those years
 when West New Guinea was designated in world atlases as part of
 the Netherlands East Indies, although this was true only in the
 same sense that considerable portions of India could be designated
 as within the British Empire.2 The third period from 1949 to
 1963 was, of course, that of the Dutch-Indonesian dispute over

 West New Guinea's international status. This essay is solely con
 cerned with tracing the development of New Guinea's interna
 tional status during the long initial period of its "world" history,
 and it is to these events that we now turn.

 New Guinea as a Waif of World Politics, 1545-1660

 When, in the sweeping fashion of the sixteenth century, Ortiz
 de Retez, as a result of a coastal reconnaissance, laid claim to the
 world's second largest island on behalf of Spain, New Guinea con
 stituted probably the most masterless area in all the world. For
 only in its western half, and then in the coastal areas alone, were
 claims made by any political entities to any sort of "universal"
 sovereignty. And these, by the mid-sixteenth century, could only
 be classified in the category of wildly exaggerated myth or dusty
 legend.

 Some two centuries earlier, for example, some portions of coastal
 New Guinea3 were apparently regarded, in one fashion or another,
 as being under the jurisdiction of Madjapahit, the Indonesian
 archipelago's second and last great Hindu empire (1293 - c. 1516).4
 At least, in his famous fourteenth century epic poem, the Nagara
 kertagama, composed to celebrate the glories of Madjapahit,
 Prapan?a, Buddhist high priest to the imperial court, lists areas of
 coastal New Guinea as among the dependencies of the empire.5

 2. In 1941, for example, of India's total population of 389,000,000, 93,000,000
 lived in some 560-odd indirectly governed "princely states."

 3. If this hypothesis be true at all, it seems probable that Salawatti and the coastal
 areas of the Vogelkop were involved.

 4. I have taken the date 1516 for the approximate end of the Madjapahit Empire
 since this seems to be the last definite date at which even a shadow emperor can
 still be considered to be on the throne. As D. E. G. Hall puts it, "The end
 of Majapahit is shrouded in darkness. (A History of South-East Asia, London:
 MacMillan and Company, Ltd., 1955, p. 84).

 5. As far as the writer is aware, there is no English translation of the Nagaraker
 tagama. After the original discovery of a Balinese edition on Lombok in 1894,
 Prof. J. H. Kern translated the epic into Dutch and published it between 1905
 and 1915 in volumes 58 through 69 of the Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en
 Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indit uitgeven door het Kosinklijke Instituut
 voor Taal-, Land- en Volktnkunde (Contributions to the Philology, Geography,
 and Ethnology of the Netherlands East Indies Published by the Royal Institute
 for Philology, Geography and Ethnology) (Hereafter referred to as BKI.) This
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 Beyond our ken is that long-existing dispute among Dutch scholars
 as to whether Prapan?a's far-flung claims are to be accepted lite
 rally6 or whether the Nagarakertagama is to be regarded "as
 a simple exercise in the complete use of his geographical know
 ledge".7

 Vlekke's speculation as to the "international" status of West
 New Guinea in this pre-European period seems not too wide of
 the mark when he writes:

 "The kings of the Moluccas, descendants of merchants and
 adventurers who had come from the more westerly islands,
 were dependent on Java in connection with their trade, and
 apparently considered it an honor as well as a privilege to
 be vassals of the great Madjapahit state. Furthermore, it
 legitimized their rather dubious pretensions to rulership.8

 They handed over to the Javanese officials long lists of ter
 ritories which they considered as their dependencies, includ
 ing New Guinea and the far-off south-eastern islands, but
 their connections with these districts were probably limited
 to irregular visits by their ships and some unimportant trade

 with the native".9

 That it was generally accepted that Javanese polities had tradition
 ally exercised some sort of hegemony over the eastern part of the
 Indonesian archipelago, including coastal New Guinea, appears
 from the report of a Portuguese chronicler of the early sixteenth
 century who, writing at a time when Madjapahit was in its dotage,

 same edition subsequently appeared in Kern's collected works Verspreide Gesch
 ?ften ('s-Gravenhage, 1917 and 1918), VII, VIII. Any further citations will
 be to this latter source. (An English translation of the Nagarakertagama has been
 published by T. Pigeaud, The Hague, 1960. Editor).

 6. Kern, for example, asserts, "... it remains clear that the authority of Madja
 pahit extended itself over almost the whole of Netherlands India and, in part,
 even further, . ..", Verspreide Geschriften, VII, 241. Apparently basing them
 selves on Kern, both B. F. Vlekke, Geschiedenis van de Indischen Archipel
 (Roermond-Maaeseik, 1947), p. 66 and the French historian, G. Coedes, Les

 ?tats Hindouises d'Indochine et d'Indon?sie, Histoire du Monde, VIII (Paris,
 1948), 398-399, accept this thesis. Not surprisingly, the most enthusiastic and
 uncritical proponent of the "Greater Madjapahit" theory is the Indonesian
 nationalist publicist Mohammed Yamin, who seeks to stake out a claim for
 contemporary Indonesia to all the territories once allegedly under Madjapahit's
 rule. See for example, his Gadjah Mada, Pahlawan Persatoean Noesantara
 (Djakarta, 1948).

 7. The leading exponent of this viewpoint is C. C. Berg, a former Javanist turned
 historian. See, for example, his "Javanese Historiography ? A Synopsis of its
 evolution," Historical Writings on the Peoples of Asia ? South East Asia
 Seminar, University of London Conference (mimeographed, 8 pp., n.p., n.d.).
 The quotation is taken from Berg's article, "De Sadeng Oorlog," Indon?sie, V
 (1951), 413.

 8. There is a striking similarity here to the relations between the Eastern Roman
 Emperors at Byzantium and the barbarian conquerors of Italy and Gaul,
 particularly in the period of the fifth and sixth centuries.

 9. Vlekke, op. cit., p. 69.
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 records that, "It is said that Java used to rule in the East as far as
 the Moluccas . . ."10

 It is notable in this half-legendary period, as in modern times,
 that the various peoples of the New Guinea area are but super
 numeraries on the stage of history. Such states as have existed,
 either on the continental coast or the nearby islands, have appa
 rently been little more than small settlements established as a result
 of migratory freebooting on the part of the Malayan peoples of the
 archipelago, depending equally on the profits from trade and piracy
 for their existence.

 Of the actual political status of New Guinea and the nearby
 islands on the eve of European penetration we know little. The
 shadowy suzerainty which Madjapahit had seemingly exercised in
 the previous century or so had vanished completely. Van der
 Crab records a Moluccan legtnd, still current in the late nine
 teenth century, to the effect that the small island of Gebe (see map),
 lying between Halmahera and Waigo, was the first outside power
 to establish direct and effective hegemony over a section or sections
 of mainland New Guinea and the nearby islands.11 However,
 Robide van der AA, in foot-notes to van der Crab's account and in
 a special appendix, casts doubt on this, commenting that, after
 through research into the state archives at Batavia (Djakarta) and
 elsewhere, he had reached the conclusion that there was no factual
 basis for this legend.12 Indeed, he concluded, the first Moluccan
 ruler to exercise any influence in the New Guinea area was the
 Rajah or Sultan of the island kingdom of Batjan.13

 But this too seems to be a somewhat questionable hypothesis,
 for in 1534, only a brief twenty-three years after the initial appear
 ance of the Portuguese, the rulers of the small Moluccan
 principalities of Ternate, Tidore and Batjan had formed a league
 to drive them out. Then, writes a Portuguese chronicler14, further
 assistance was sought from the "four Papua rajahs", i.e., "those of
 Vaigama (Waigama on Misool), Vaigue (Waigue), Quibibi (Gebi?)

 10. Tom? Pires in his Suma Oriental as quoted by H. J. de Graaf in "Tome Pires'
 'Suma Oriental' en het tijdperk van godsdienst overgang op Java," BRI, 108
 (1952), 148.

 11. "Verslag eener reis naar de MacCluers-, Goelvink- en Humboldt- Baaien in
 Nieuw-Guinea van Augustus tot November, 1871" in Robide van de AA, Reizen
 naar Nederlandsch Nieuw-Guinea ('s-Gravenhage, 1879), p. 353.

 12. Op. Cit., see the footnotes to pp. 19-21 and the appendix (Bilage A), "Over de
 rechten van Batjan, Tidor en Gebe op Nieuw-Guinea en de Papoesche eilanden,"
 pp. 345-371.

 13. Ibid, p. 346.
 14. Castanheda as quoted by P. A. Tiele, "De Europeers in den Maleischen Archipel

 1529-1540", BRI, 27 (1879), 42.
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 and Mincimbo (?)."ir> The relationship between the Moluccan
 rulers and the Papuan rajahs would seem to offer a significant clue
 to the political status of coastal New Guinea in the sixteenth
 century.

 Colonel A. Haga, who in 1884 published a monumental two
 volume history of New Guinea's political development16, after
 italicizing a statement that Papuan rajahs "were persuaded to
 an alliance by the Moluccan rulers against the Portuguese,"
 comments:

 "In my opinion this fact is sufficient to prove that the
 Papuan kings were independent at that time, so that ? unless
 the opposite might appear from overwhelming evidence ?
 it may be presumed that the tales about the hegemony over
 the Papuan kings by one of the Moluccan rulers before 1535,

 must be relegated to legend".17
 But a scholar of a later generation, glossing Haga, opines:

 "Haga thinks from the fact that an alliance was concluded
 that this must have been drawn up, and therefore that in
 this period there had still bee no talk of hegemony over the
 Papuan islands by Tidore. If we see further what character
 the subsequently openly manifested hegemony of Tidore had,
 then it is proper not to draw this conclusion. Never during
 these first centuries was there an ordered relationship as a
 result of which Tidore could be sure of its "Vassals",
 particularly not in such an affair as this".18

 This mention of Tidore serves to introduce yet another important
 aspect which must be considered in any speculation about the in
 ternational status of New Guinea in this period. As we shall see
 later, the political myth of Tidorese sovereignty over mainland
 New Guinea furnished the most important justification for Dutch
 rule until a few weeks before the convening in 1949 of The Hague
 Round Table Conference, which made official Indonesian inde
 pendence. But before the initial official acceptance of this con
 venient myth, in the 1660 Moluccan treaty of "union and eternal
 alliance," the conflicting accounts of contemporary European
 observers afforded ample foundation for the subsequently varying
 conclusions drawn from them.

 15. A. Haga, Nederlandsch Nieuw Guinea en de Papoesche eilanden, historische
 bijdrage, 1500-1883 (Batavia, 's-Hage, 1884) (I, II) quotes Robide van der AA
 (op. cit.) as expressing the opinion that "Mincimbo" is "perhaps an atrocious
 bastardization of Misool, ..." I, 7.

 16. Op. Cit. Harga was that rare combination of a soldier and a scholar, and made
 full use of his official position to search carefully through the Batavia archives
 for any pertinent material.

 17. Ibid, I, 16-17.
 18. F. C. Jam ma, "De verhouding tussen Tidore en de Papoese eilanden in legende

 en historie," Indon?sie, II (1948), 546.
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 Writing in 1569, for example, a Portuguese Jesuit described a
 meeting on the island of Batjan with "some rajahs of the Papuan
 folk who had come on a friendly visit. They lived in a great land
 that had already been discovered almost two hundred miles away
 and [which] had many rulers".19 Commenting on this and other
 accounts of contacts between Batjan and various Papuan areas,
 Haga concludes: "But we also now find no proof of the existence
 of any aforementioned direct hegemony of the Moluccan rulers
 over the Papuan kings".20 But a contemporary scholar reached
 the diametrically opposite conclusion that already in the sixteenth
 century the various Papuan rajahs, to some degree at least, "re
 cognized the authority of the Moluccan sultans".21

 Actually a reconciliation for both these theses would seem to be
 offered by the political analysis of New Guinea's status contained
 in a letter written in 1679 by Robertus Padtbrugge, the Dutch
 Governor of Ten?ate, to his fellow official on Banda.22 Commenting
 on Moluccan affairs, he noted among other points that the Tidorese
 Sultan, several years previously, had kept long suppressed
 the news of the repulse from the Ony coast, after sharp fighting,
 of eight of his war prauws ("corra-corra's"), and that during the
 Spanish period (1522-1663) the Sultan "now and then made him
 self master of Ony" (the coastal area of the present Bomberi
 Peninsula).

 Haga, commenting on this secrecy, observes:
 "Now there could exist no cause for this secrecy, if the

 Sultan of Tidore had been actually within his rights; . . .
 In my opinion it seems beyond dispute that at Ternate

 itself [the Dutch administrative centre for the Moluccan
 area] in 1679 no Tidorese rights on Onin were recognized,
 although they were also not ready to push the Tidorese
 claims aside as completely unfounded . . .

 Concern over violating the rights of Tidore played then
 absolutely no part in the decision to make no immediate use
 of the contract concluded by Keijts with Onin".23

 And of Padtbrugge's "now and then" conclusion, he comments:
 "What does this mean other than the Tidorese, now and

 then, carried out plundering raids, without taking the land

 19. Quoted by Tiele, op. cit., 28 (1880), 416.
 20. Op. cit., I, 17-18.
 21. Robide van der A A, op. cit., 349-350.
 22. The contents of the letter are summarized by P. A. Leupe, "Reizen der Neder

 landers naar Nieuw-Guinea en de Papoesche Eilanden in de 17e en 182 Eeuw,"
 BRI, 22 (1875), 80-81.

 23. Op. cit., I, 123-124.
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 into possession so that neither by a title of ownership nor
 as a result of honorable warfare could they claim the right
 to sell the Papuans as slaves for their own profit?

 Also Padtbrugge does not say that the Tidorese exercised
 sovereignty over Onin . . . ".24

 The situation then, by the time that Dutch hegemony had been
 effectively established over the Moluccan area in the mid
 seventeenth century, was that the Tidorese sultanate had pre
 tensions to rule over the island and coastal areas of New Guinea
 without the ability to implement them effectively. As to how
 these pretensions had come about, in connection with the pre
 viously-mentioned thesis of Batjanese hegemony in the area,
 perhaps Robide van der AA offers the best explanation. After
 analyzing the conflicting accounts of Batjanese and Tidorese claims
 in the New Guinea area, he observes:

 "From the above, it follows, in my opinion, with a high
 degree of probability, that the Sultans of Batjan, during
 the sixteenth century, while the rulers of Ternate engaged
 each other in heavy conflict in the Moluccas proper,
 extended their power eastwards, and that during this period
 they ruled over the Obi Islands, North Ceram, the Papuan
 Islands and even Onin on the actual New Guinea coast.
 In the beginning of the seventeenth century, however, when
 the Netherlanders had conquered Batjan, this power was on
 the wane, and all these so-called dependencies were only a
 remainder of former greatness . . . the Company, . . . during
 the first half of the seventeenth century in Ambon and in
 the Moluccas themselves, had its hands too full to bother
 itself with the far-off Papuan lands. Until the Peace of
 Munster it still remained in a state of war with Spain,
 which . . . could count on the support of the Sultans of
 Tidore, . . . yet there existed for the Company another
 reason to let its open enemies alone, the Tidorese. ... It
 could, but little or not at all, trust its own allies, the Ter
 na tese. From old the Sultans of Ternate considered them
 selves as overlords of the Hitoe peninsula on Ambon, of
 Boeroe and of West Ceram. . . . While this Ternatese
 influence in the dependencies of Ambon was not di
 minished, . . . the Company was forced to permit a free
 hand to the Tidorese state which, during this period, must
 have established its authority over the Papuan islands and
 New Guinea".25

 This "authority" over the areas in question, however, would
 24. Ibid., 122-123. See also Leupe, pp. 92-95.
 25. Op. cit., pp. 353-357.
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 seem to have been exercised in much the same ineffective fashion,
 on a microcosmic scale, as were the perennial Chinese claims of
 hegemony over South-East Asia, where long periods of purely acade
 mic assertion were interspersed with "show the flag" demonstrations
 such as the sweeping series of voqages made throughout South-East
 Asia by the Ming fleet under the command of the famous eunuch
 admiral Cheng-Ho between the years 1405 and 1433. By the mid
 seventeenth century then, the claims of any of the neighboring
 rulers to any effective hegemony over the New Guinea area
 were largely empty boasts.

 Equally empty in the latter half of the seventeenth
 century were European pretensions to sovereignty over New
 Guinea. As noted previously, de Retez in 1545 claimed the island
 for Spain by right of discovery. Nor was Spanish sovereignty ever
 disputed by any other European power. Indeed confirmation was
 given to the Spanish claim by the Treaty of Munster of 1648, which
 ended Europe's Thirty Years War (1618-1648) and the United
 Netherlands' Eighty Years War (1578-1648) for independence from
 Spanish rule. Article 5 of the treaty was concerned with the ques
 tion of the overseas possessions of the signatories. To these in
 general was applied the doctrine of uti possidetis, i.e., when
 hostilities cease the former belligerents retain whatever territory
 or territories they then occupy and control. In the mid-seven
 teenth century then, Spanish sovereignty over New Guinea, was
 not only not in dispute, but had been confirmed a century after the
 initial claim.

 The subsequent course of events, however, gave eloquent in
 dication of the low esteem in which the New Guinea area was
 already regarded in European eyes. For in 1663, completely iso
 lated when Tidore, their last native ally, went over to the side of
 the Dutch East India Company, the Spanish withdrew their last
 garrisons from the Moluccas, but not without despatching a futile
 letter of protest to Company officials over alleged violations of the
 terms of the Munster Treaty of 1648.26 Significantly, however,
 no mention of the Papuan areas was made in this letter. From
 this fact, says Haga, it "may be assumed that New Guinea, at the
 end of the 17th century, in spite of the Peace Treaty of Munster,
 except for a small section of the north coast, had no master and
 was therefore independent".27

 Both in terms of international law as currently interpreted to
 day, and as expounded by Vattel within a hundred years of the
 26. Haga, I, 89-90.
 27. Ibid., p. 148.
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 Spanish withdrawal from the Moluccas,28 this interpretation of
 Haga's would seem to be sustained. For, during the century and
 more of their technical sovereignty over New Guinea, the Spanish
 at no time exercised any jurisdiction over any of its inhabitants,
 made no settlements, indicated no intention of ever doing so,
 did not even reassert their claim and, in fact, took none of the
 steps regarded ever since the eighteenth century ? and before for
 that matter ? as necessary and proper for the assertion and main
 tenance of a claim to sovereignty over an area.29 Nor in subsequent
 treaties between the United Netherlands and Spain, most
 notably that of Utrecht in 1713, was the subject of sovereignty over
 New Guinea ever even alluded to.30 Spanish sovereignty over the
 island, even in the most technical sense, after the Moluccan with

 drawal of 1663, was apparently simply permitted to evaporate into
 thin air. While in part this was due to Spain's increasing de
 bility as a world power, the meagre charms of New Guinea itself
 undoubtedly contributed both to Spanish indifference to the area's
 overlordship and to the curiously oblique and hesitant fashion in
 which the Netherlands East Indies Company and later the
 Dutch Crown, moved to assert any sort of sovereignty claims over
 "the Papuan lands".31

 In the late seventeenth century then, the entire New Guinea
 area could well be regarded as independent from the rule of any
 European power. As we have seen, the pretensions to rule or even
 exercise hegemony over any coastal districts brought forward by any
 of the Moluccan rulers were ill-founded indeed. Such rule as they,
 or, for that matter, the Papuan rajahs of the offshore islands, exer

 28. Emer de Vattel, Le Droit des gens, originally published 1758. (Photographi
 cally reproduced, edited by A. de Lapradelley, with English translation, by the
 Carnegie Institution (Washington, 1916) in its Classics of International Law series

 29. See Charles G. Fenwick, International Law, 2nd edition (New York, London,
 1934), pp. 250-258 and Herbert W. Briggs, editor, The Law of Nations, 2nd
 edition (New York, 1952), pp. 250-252.

 30. For a comprehensive survey of boundary problems relating to the Netherlands
 East Indies see J. E. Sturler's Het grondgebied van Nederlandsch Oost-Indie
 in verband met de tractaten met Spanje, Engeland en Portugal (Leiden, 1881).
 Commenting on the application of the Treaty of Utrecht, Haga (I, 196) notes
 that Spain "tacitly abandoned all rights on New Guinea", and (that) "the rights
 of the Company on that island stood only on the Tidorese claims which were
 still not yet recognized, is clearly evident."

 31. Haga, for example, comments: "Of the inhabitants of New Guinea and the
 nearby islands, in the general sense, a very unfavourable impression was
 received. Our language is perhaps not rich enough in nasty adjectives to
 supply what was considered necessary in official communications to characterize
 the indigenous inhabitants, ... As to trade, New Guinea did not appear to be
 of much interest, if one leaves the slave trade aside. ... Add to this, that the
 coast in many places was unapproachable; ... the murderous nature of the
 people and the unhealthiness of the coast, made the voyage highly dangerous."
 Op. cit., I, 145.
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 cised was based on little more than fleeting piratical hit-and-run
 raids, engaged in solely for purposes of plunder and, more specifi
 cally, for the acquisition of slaves.

 It is not until we come to the period dealt with in our next sec
 tion (1600-1814) that it is possible to speak of the development of
 any type of sovereignty over mainland New Guinea. Even then
 it was at best an appui de convenance for the Dutch East India
 Company, which supported Tidore's pretensions as the cheapest
 and easiest way to establish a barrier against penetration by other
 European nations, particularly Great Britain. As we shall see,
 Tidore sovereignty over New Guinea during this period and much
 later was but little more than a convenient fiction, which neither the

 fitful terrorization of the plundering raids nor proclamations and
 decrees from the Dutch authorities were ever able to bring into
 living and continuing reality.

 The Development of Tidorese Sovereignty Claims, 1660-1814

 By 1660, with its hegemony all but completely established, the
 chief objective of East India Company policy in the Moluccan
 area was to ensure the optimum conditions for the exercise of the
 Company's very reason for existence: i.e., the payment of
 the largest possible dividends to its stockholders. To this end it
 needed and proceeded to enforce a pax nederlandica in the
 Moluccas. An important step in this connection was the dictated
 signing, in the presence of Dutch commissioners, of a treaty of
 friendship between the traditionally rival monarchs of Tidore and
 Ternate on December 10, 1660.32 One of the major purposes of
 this treaty of "union and eternal alliance" was to eliminate future
 grounds for dispute among the three major Moluccan states
 of Tidore, Ternate and Batjan, by defining precisely the territories
 which fell under their respective jurisdictions.

 As the Rapport over 's Compagnies Regt op de Groote-Oost
 (Report about the Company's Rule in the Great East) summarized
 it almost exactly a century later:

 "The lands, which would belong to each of the three kings,
 were specifically distributed, . . .

 Under the King of Tidor, Tonieuw, Kajassa and further
 ... so also the Papuans, or all of their islands; . . .

 By this contract the Papuan islands in general were placed
 under the King of Tidor without being specifically enu

 32. Heeres, J. E., compiler, Corpus diplomaticum Nederlando-Indicum, verzameling
 van politieke contracten en verdere verdragen door de Nederlanders in het
 Oosten gesloten in BRI, 87 (1931), 338-334.
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 merated, but on this question it is noted by the Government
 in a letter of January 14, 1671, that the Papuans begin with
 the corner of Onin westward along the land, further that
 the chief islands consist of Waigamo, Salawatti, Batenta,

 Mesowal or Misool, Wigeoe or Poele Wardjoe".33

 Of this assignment of "the Papuans, or all of their islands" to
 Tidore, Haga comments:

 "We know, however, that the Netherlanders at that time
 knew nothing from their own observation ? or almost
 nothing, if one will not disregard Cos's voyage in 1653 ? of
 the Papuan islands.

 Actually, therefore, they did not know what territory it
 was that they placed under Tidore, nor on what grounds
 Tidore's rights stood; . . ,"34

 In addition to signalizing the conclusion of an old power strug
 gle, the treaty marked the initiation by the Company of a long
 continued but always ineffective effort to control the plague of
 piracy in the area, with the minimum expenditure of funds and of
 its own military resources. Article seven of the treaty provided
 in this connection: ".. . the King of Tidor pledges, in [the interest
 of] doing good, that his dependent Papuans in every respect will
 definitely be restrained in their raids on the lands and peoples
 of Ternate or of the dependencies of the Honourable Company".35
 Consistently refusing to learn from disillusioning experience, first
 the Company and then the Netherlands Indies Government, for
 almost two centuries, incorporated variants of this clause in treaty
 after treaty with Tidore.

 In its formal treaty of "alliance" with Tidore the following year,
 the Company apparently found it difficult to define just what was
 understood by the term Tidore's "dependent Papuans." In regu
 lating the rights of voyage in Tidorese territory and the taking of
 slaves, the Company's treaty drafters, when referring to the Papuan
 islands, took refuge in what has been termed the "remarkable reser
 vation" of declaring the provisions applicable to them, "in so far as
 they belong under the sovereignty of Tidore".36 Obviously the
 Company's officials were as uncertain about the validity of Tidorese
 claims as they had been in 1660, but were not quite so willing to
 accept them at face value.

 33. R. deKJerk, J. E. van Milendenk en W. A. Alting, published in Verhandelingen
 van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van Runsten en Wetenschappen (Batavia,
 1868), XXXIII, 28.

 34. Op. cit., I, 76-77.
 35. Heeres, p. 337.
 36. Ibid., p. 352.
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 One obvious reason for this, of course, was that now, with the
 elimination of the other European powers from the area, neither
 Tidore nor any other of the native states had any source of poss
 ible outside support against Dutch power. The result was that
 treaties increasingly ceased to be negotiated, and instead were sim
 ply a matter of Company dictation. It was on this basis, for exam
 ple, that Ternate in 1683 and Tidore almost a century later signed
 agreements which made them completely vassal states, whose rulers
 held office at the pleasure of the Company.

 It was not until some thirteen years after the treaty of 1660,
 which had been renewed on much the same basis in 1667, that we
 have the first evidence of any attempts by Tidore to extend its
 authority to the shores of mainland New Guinea. As summa
 rized by Leupe,37 the circumstances were these. In March of 1673
 a Company sloop was anchored at the "negorij Salawat", engaged
 in bargaining with the local chief {prang kaya) for tortoise shells
 and slaves, when "there appeared thence a certain Djoeroe Bahasa
 [literally interpreted but apparently it was then an official title]
 of Tidor with a large and well-manned vessel". The Dutch merch
 ant in charge of the sloop was asked by the Tidorese official "for
 his pass, which astonished him, but the official replied that no one
 had the power to grant permission to sail there but the King of
 Tidor, therefore he forbade the natives to trade with the Dutch
 ship ..." "This," comments Leupe, "is the first time that we hear
 anything of the power of the Sultan of Tidore on this coast".
 Haga comments on this Tidorese action:

 "We see, therefore, actually for the first time, . . a direct
 exercise of influence on the Papuan islands by the Sultan
 of Tidore, and definitely as a direct result of the contract
 of 1667 ... we see from this that the King of Salawatti
 troubled himself not at all about the Tidorese monopoly, as
 he was not forced to do so by the presence of armed Tidorese
 power . . . the rule and influence of Tidore in 1673 did not
 signify very much as long as there was no armed might to
 guard the Tidorese interest.

 I am able to draw the conclusion . . . that the Company
 in 1673 still moved with complete uncertainty in connection

 with the Papuan islands, and that Tidore's rights on Salawatti
 were only honored by the King of that island under duress".38

 The contract which the Company signed with Tidore in 1689
 upon the accession of a new Sultan sheds no light on the problem
 of hegemony either over the Papuan islands or any area of main
 37. Leupe, p. 95.
 38. Op. cit., I, 97-98.
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 land New Guinea. In essence it was but the contract of 1667,
 containing the same vagueness as to Tidorese sovereignty over the
 Papuan islands and the same vain attempt (Article 5) to make
 Tidore responsible for curbing the Papuan pirates.39

 So ineffective were the efforts, if any, made by Tidore to do so,
 and so increasingly serious were the pirate raids in the Moluccas,
 that in 1697 the Governor of Ternate sent a special commission
 to discuss the problem with the Tidorese Sultan. In terms of

 Tidorese sovereignty claims, there were two significant develop
 ments which emerged from the discussions. The first of these was
 that the Sultan rejected Company protests against a raid by Misoo
 lian Papuans, who had apparently carried on their marauding,
 either on the Sultan's express orders or with his tacit permission.

 The second significant event was that the Commissioners asked
 the Sultan to take steps for the punishment of the inhabitants of a
 hamlet on the north coast of New Guinea's mainland, who were
 believed to be responsible for the murder of two Company officials.
 Considering that this request had been addressed to the Sultan in
 the first place and implied a tacit recognition of some degree of

 Tidorese suzerainty over this area, Haga notes: "This is thus the
 first trace of Tidorese authority on the north coast which comes
 to our knowledge".40

 In essence Haga concludes that the two factors most responsible
 for this recognition of Tidorese rights were those of convenience
 and inertia. They certainly did not, he feels, flow from any con
 tractual rights present in either the treaties of 1660 or 1667. At
 neither time were Company officials at all certain as to Tidore's
 actual holdings in the Papuan islands or on New Guinea itself.

 The Dutch authorities had no direct contacts with the Papuan
 areas and, since such information as they had about them at all
 came from Tidorese sources, it "was natural that it was many times
 given the lie by the facts". The Company simply did not con
 sider the Papuan lands worth the trouble of establishing direct
 contact, or of making any extensive invehtigation into the state of
 affairs, as long as Tidore fulfilled its treaty obligations in even the
 most minimal fashion. As with its British equivalent in India,
 while the Dutch Company possessed a coherent commercial policy
 it sought to avoid any sort of political involvements, and reacted,
 rather than acted, in this sphere only as a grudging last resort when
 there was no longer any possible way to avoid the issue in question.

 39. Heeres, Corpus Diplomaticum, Vierde Deel (1676-1691), BRI, 91, (1934), 499-506.
 40. Op. cit., I, 134.
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 On the Tidorese side of the relationship, it is not surprising
 that the Sultans were always so ready to promise investigation or
 punishment of Papuan misdeeds. In the first place, the mere fact
 that the complaints were directed to them signified tacit acknow
 ledgment of their sovereignty and exclusive trade rights. Further,
 they did not regard this acknowledgment of their sovereignty over
 various Papuan areas as constituting any obligation to keep the
 local inhabitants under control, but rather as a warrant "to carry
 out plundering raids on a grand scale without hindrance". Finally,
 it was not difficult for them to present the semblance to the Dutch
 authorities of seeming to carry out their responsibility for law and
 order by handing over to them every so often some unfortunate
 Papuans, "kidnapped here or there", with the assertion that these
 were the ringleaders of the most recent Papuan raids about which
 the Dutch had complained.

 "In my opinion," comments Haga, "Governor and Sultan must
 have fully comprehended each other's policy, and that this policy
 inexorably had to lead to the extension of Tidore's nominal
 authority is clear.41 It became more and more apparent that the
 "Papuan lands and everything connected with them" were "merely
 one huge pirates' nest", which offered no possibility for profitable
 commercial contact. Thus the Company was increasingly content
 "to increase Tidorese influence on New Guinea perforce". As a
 result there occurred such developments as the already mentioned
 special commission of 1697, with the tacit support which it gave to
 Tidorese sovereignty claims on the New guinea mainland. And
 in a new treaty ("contract") of May, 1700, a number of coastal dis
 tricts on the island of Ceram were handed over to "the King of

 Tidore, on his allegations, without [his] having any rights to them,
 and even against the testimony of the inhabitants".42 Included in
 this new accretion to Tidorese sovereignty was also the island of
 Goram, and territories in the Ceram-laut island group. It is not
 surprising, Haga notes, that from this time on the Sultan of Tidore
 increasingly considered himself as the ruler of all Papuans, and
 exercised authority, "or rather perpetrated raids", in areas where,
 even by implication, Tidorese rights had not been recognized.

 Throughout the eighteenth century pressures operated which
 made it increasingly necessary for the Company to follow its policy
 of giving increasing moral support even to Tidore's most grandiose
 pretensions. Most important among these factors was the steady
 decline in the Company's own position, which led in 1799 to its
 41. Ibid., p. 140.
 42. Heeres, Corpus Diplomaticum, Vijfde Deel (1691-1725), BKI, 93 (1935), 180-185.
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 bankruptcy and demise.43 Equally important was the simultaneous
 weakening of the power position of the United Netherlands, par
 ticularly after the debilitating French wars ended by the Treaty of
 Utrecht in 1713, and the steady rise of Great Britain towards hegem
 ony over the world's ocean.44

 As a result, fear of British encroachment on the cherished preserve
 of the Spice Islands, to which the New Guinea area was the un
 lockable back entrance, was one of the dominant concerns of the
 Dutch authorities in the Moluccas throughout the century. From
 1703 on periodic patrol voyages were constantly made to check on
 possible encroachments by foreign, above all English, vessels.45 In
 line with its long established policy, the Company was unwilling
 /and increasingly unable) to assume direct responsibility for new
 territories. But, on the other hand, it was eager to find a basis
 on which the presence of foreign ships anywhere near the Spice
 Islands could be protested. What better way then than to accept,
 and indeed inflate, the wildest of Tidorese claims to sovereignty
 over not only the off-shore islands but to widespread areas of
 coastal New Guinea. Thus visits by English ships could be prot
 ested as violations of the territory of the Company's good friend
 and equal ally, the Sultan of Tidore.

 The result was that Company officials, exhibiting a high capa
 city for "double-think", at one and the same time paid lip service
 to Tidorese claims, while indicating that they were under no illu
 sions as to their validity. Take, for example, the review of
 Tidorese territorial claims given in the previously cited Rapport
 over 's Compagnies Regt op de Groole-Oost; often referred to,

 43. One of the best accounts in English of the history of that remarkable institution,
 the Dutch East India Company (Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie, often
 referred to from its initials as the VOC or, more familiarly, as "Jan Compagne")
 is given in J. S. Furnivall's Netherlands India, A Study of Plural Economy (New
 York, 1944). pp. 20-53. See also E. S. deKlerck's History of the Netherlands East
 Indies (Rotterdam, 1938), I, chapters VI ? IX and Vlekke, Nusantara, op. cit.,
 chapters V ? VII. In Dutch, for a brief account, see the Encyclopaedia van
 Nederlandsch-Indie, 2nd edition, The Hague, for volumes plus four supple
 mentary volumes, 1917-1939 under the heading in I of "Compagnie (Oostin
 dische)." The entire third volume of the Geschiedenis van Nederlandsch-Indie,
 edited by F. W. Stapel (Amsterdam: J. M. Meulenhoff, 1943) is concerned with
 the history of the Company from its founding to the end of the seventeenth
 century. Volume IV of the same series gives the history of the Company in the
 eighteenth century. For a brief account, see H. J. de Graff, Nederlanders over
 de zeen, (Utrecht: W. deHaan, N. V., 1955), Hoofdstuk III, "De overgang van
 Compagnie tot Gouvernement" (Chapter III ? "The Transition from Company
 to Government"), pp. 143-155.

 44. For a brief description of this phase in Dutch history, see B. H. M. Vl?kke,
 The Evolution of the Dutch Nation (Chapter X ? "Ideals of the Eighteenth
 Century") (New York: Roy Publishers, 1945), pp. 241-273.

 45. See Haga, I. 151-184; Robide van de AA, 361-366; for details on virtually all
 these voyages, Leupe, op. cit., seems to give the best coverage.
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 after the name of the chairman of the Company committee res
 ponsible for its drafting, as the deKlerk Report. Wrote the com
 missioners as of 1761:

 [that] "The previously mentioned Papuan islands all belong
 under the King of Tidore appears similarly from the con
 tract concluded between the Company and this king in the
 year 1660, according to which ... it is noted in the first
 main section . . . that the Papuans or all of their islands
 belong under this aforementioned king; it appears from the
 reply on this particular question made by the Government
 in its communication of January 14, 1671, ... this appears
 further from the contracts of the years 1667 and 1689 with
 this ruler.

 ... it is ... also satisfactory to the intention of the Honor
 able Gentlemen [the Company's Board of Directors] ... to
 group the outer coast of New Guinea, with the nearby
 islands, under Tidor's king in whose name then, according
 to the orders of Their High Excellencies, the interest of the
 Company as needs be can be defended against the incursion
 of foreign nations.

 ... if one can or may not bring into question if the Papuan
 islands belong under the King of Tidore, yet at the same
 time it is equally certain that these savage peoples them
 selves have occasionally groaned a little under his orders,
 in connection with which the distant locations and the
 difficulty of communication gave them a great deal of leeway
 [so that] they always continued in their plunderings and
 raidings along the neighbouring coasts without the repre
 sentations or threats of Tidorese delegations restraining
 them from doing so.

 For these reasons, says Commissioner Bernard in his remon
 strance of January 25th, 1735; one must consider Tidore's
 legal claims over the Papuan islands, at times, in connection

 with the unruliness of their people, as indeed chimerical. . . "46

 The trend throughout the eighteenth century, particularly until
 the "contract" of 1779 which ended even the fiction of Tidore's exis

 tence as a sovereign state, was towards an increasing acceptance by
 46. R. deKlerk, J. E. van Milendenk en W. A. Alting, op. cit., pp. 67-69. The

 impetus for the formation of the deKlerk Committee which produced the
 report was furnished by a secret letter to the Council of the Indies in Batavia
 from officials on Ambon, dated May 25, 1761, and received June 16th, to the
 effect that the King of Salawatti had sent word that English vessels were in his
 territorial waters and were preparing to build a fort on Salawatti itself. The
 Commission, hastily appointed by the Company, made a thorough check of
 the Batavia archives for all information likely to strengthen Tidorese (i.e. Dutch)
 claims over the area. The subsequent Dutch reconnaissance expedition found
 no English on Salawatti. For an account of the whole affair, see Haga, I,
 244-256.
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 Company officials, at least those on the scene in the Moluccas, of
 Tidorese sovereignty pretensions not only over the "Radja Ampat"
 offshore islands but on mainland New Guinea itself. As of 1779,
 notes Haga, Tidorese rights were recognized over a number of ham
 lets (negorijen) on the north coast of New Guinea, stretching approx
 imately from Cape Ram (opposite the northern point of Salawatti) to
 approximately the south or east coast of the present Geelvink Bay
 area. But, as in 1779, the outlook of Company officials remained the
 same as that expressed in the Claaz Memorandum of Transfer of
 1710 which, after enumerating virtually the same list of negorijen,

 went on to characterize them as those places "... about which it is
 alleged by the Tidorese that they belong in their terri tor ies".47 And
 throughout the eighteenth century, the various ' contracts" between
 the Company and Tidore continued to follow the formula enun
 ciated in the initial contract of 1667, i.e., their provisions applied
 to the Papuan islands only "insofar as they belong under the
 sovereignty of Tidore".48

 Nor did the other European powers regard the sovereignty of the
 Company itself in the area with any less scepticism. In 1774, in
 yet another futile attempt to break the Dutch monopoly in the Spice
 Islands, the English East India Company despatched the galley,
 Tartar on a voyage of reconnaissance from the newly establish
 "factory/fort" which the English Company had located on the island
 of Balambangan, just off the northern tip of Borneo. In his journal
 of the voyage, the expedition's commander, a Captain Forrest, wrote:

 The Hollanders appear to lay claim to the title to all the
 Moluccan Islands, more because the other nations of Europe
 tolerate this pretension rather than by any legitimate right.
 Not knowing if the island of Waggiou, of Mysol, Batanta 8c
 Salwetty were also not all claimed, I determined to go to the
 vicinity of these islands and even to New Guinea to which
 they certainly would not be able to make any exclusive pre
 tensions".49

 But, as we have seen, by 1775 the Dutch Company had already for
 almost a century been busily documenting the fiction of Tidorese
 rule in precisely those areas, to provide a legal barrier against just
 such ventures of those of Captain Forrest, whose voyage, since the
 47. Haga, I, 193.
 48. See, for example, the texts of the contracts of May 21, 1705, January 2, 1709,

 June 21, 1728, June 23, 1733 and February 7, 1757, Corpus Diplomaticum, Vierde
 Deel (1691-1725), BRI 93, (1935), pp. 236-238, 310-314; Vijfde Deel (1726
 1752), BRI 96 (1938), pp. 25-32; 153-157; Zesde Deel (1753-1799), collected and
 compiled by F. W. Stapel fs-Gravenhage, 1955), pp. 123-128.

 49. Voyage aux Moluques et ? la Nouvelle Guin?e, fait sur la gal?re la Tartare
 en 1174, 1715 ?- 1116, par ordre de la Compagnie Angloise, par le capitaine
 Forrest, (Paris, MDCCLXXX) p. 16.
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 Balambangan post shortly thereafter "was subsequently sacked and
 destroyed by Sulus" (the dreaded pirates of the South Philippines),
 proved a meaningless affair.50

 Even though the "contract" of 1780 with a Company selected
 Sultan spelled out specifically in its third article: "That the state of
 Tidore is no more in alliance, but now is a vassal in relation to
 the Netherlands Company,"51 the convenient fiction of Tidorese
 rule over New Guinea was not only continued but intensified. Nor
 was this modified, even when the Company some fifteen years
 previously had collapsed into its bankrupt's grave, by a treaty of
 peace and friendship which the British, then occupying the Dutch
 East Indies, dictated in traditional fashion to the still perennially
 rival sultanates of Ternate and Tidore in 1814. For the same
 reasons as had been the case in the Dutch Company treaty of 1660,
 clause five of the 1814 treaty provided that:

 "In order to eliminate as far as possible all subjects of
 dispute relative to the limits of the territories, dependent
 on the two states, it is agreed that the extent and boundaries
 of these shall be fixed after the following manner.

 The whole of that part of the Island of Halmahera
 from ... to ... together with all the lands included within
 these limits, and the islands .. . shall for the future be
 considered as the legitimate possessions of His Highness the
 Sultan of Ternate.

 The whole of that central and eastern part of Halma
 hera . . . and the islands of . . ., together with the whole of
 the Papuan islands, and the four districts of Mansarij,
 Karandefur, Ambarpura, and Umbarpon, on the coast of
 New Guinea shall for the future be considered as the legit
 imate possessions of His Highness the Sultan of Tidore".52

 The description of Ternate's territory given in the 1814 treaty
 varies but little from the description in the treaty of 1660. But
 Tidore, during the century and a half between the two treaties,
 had been able to advance from the vague ambiguities of 1660 to
 the almost routine acceptance of its sovereignty rights over the
 Papuan islands and large sections of mainland New Guinea. And,
 by the Convention of August 13, 1814, which, with the notable
 exception of the Cape Colony, returned to the new Kingdom of
 the Netherlands all former Dutch possessions siezed by Great Britain

 50. K. G. Tregonning, Under Chartered Company Rule, North Borneo, 1881-1946
 (Singapore: University of Malaya Press, 1958), p. 17, n. 1.

 51. Stapel, Corpus Diplomaticum, Zesde Deel (1753-1799), op. cit., 433-453; in
 particular, pp. 440-441.

 52. Haga, I, 460-461.
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 during the period of the Napoleonic wars, when the Netherlands
 had been a French vassal state, this description of Tidore's sove
 reignty rights on New Guinea received international and formal
 sanction.53

 But it is important to note, however, that New Guinea, for the
 greater part, was in 1914 in as much of a masterless status as it
 had been a hundred years earlier after the evaporation of the
 Spanish claims. Further, the only state which had actual inter
 national recognition of any rights on mainland New Guinea was
 neither Great Britain nor the newly-formed Kingdom of the
 Netherlands, but rather the Sultanate of Tidore. As in the
 eighteenth century, such pretensions as the Netherlands East
 Indies administration might make to rule over New Guinea,
 stemmed only from its essentially feudal relationship to the
 Tidorese Sultanate. Writing in the early 1870's, a Dutch scholar
 summarized the situation as follows:

 "A claim was made by the Sultan of Tidore on the western
 section of New Guinea as his dependency, and, as this Ruler
 was a vassal of the Netherlands Government, that section
 of this island was also considered as belonging to Nether
 lands India".54

 As we shall see in the concluding section of this paper, the
 anamolous relationship of New Guinea to the rest of the Nether
 lands Indies changed but little throughout the nineteenth century.
 For much the same reasons as had motivated the Company pre
 viously, the Indies Government was reluctant to assume direct res
 ponsibility for a territory which seemed to offer such meagre poss
 ibilities as New Guinea. Following in the Company's footsteps,
 the Indies Government resorted to the fiction of Tidorese sove
 reignty as the most convenient and cheapest means of forestalling
 any annexationist ambitions by other European powers.55 Nor, in
 connection with the formation of Netherlands New Guinea in the
 last part of the nineteenth century, did the Indies Government

 53. J. J. Meinsma, Geschiedenis van de Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Bezittingen
 (Delft, 1872) II, 129-133; Dr. H. Blink, Nederlandsch Oost-en West Indie
 (Leiden, 1907) II, 503; deSturler, pp. 168-203; Haga, I, 464-466.

 54. Meinsma, II, 248.

 55. As one Dutch scholar summarizes it, "Tidorese sovereignty was defined... by
 the Netherlands in the 19th century (above all for opportunistic reasons and
 certainly with an eye on foreign power) ..." K. Gallis, "Geschiedenis" ("His
 tory"), Nieuw-Guinea, de ontwikkeling op economisch, sociaal en cultureel gebied
 in Nederlands en Australisch Nieuw Guinea, onder hoofdredactie van Dr. Ir.

 W. C. Klein (New Guinea, the Development in the Economic, Social and Cul
 tural Spheres in Netherlands and Australian New Guinea, under the chief
 editorship of W. C. Klein, Eng. D.) 3 volumes ('s-Gravenhage: Staatsdrukkerij'
 en Uitgeverbedrijf, 1953-1954) I, 23-24.
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 feel any debt to the past activities of the Company. As Haga
 summarized the situation as of 1*

 "That present-day Netherlands New Guinea is no legacy
 left us by the Company will require no more proof. Let us
 ask which rights, or rather which obligations, the Company
 has bequeathed to the Netherlands on New Guinea, and the
 answer will have to run: the right of possession on the north
 coast from Cape Ram to the southern or eastern coast of
 Geelvink Bay; that is ... the obligation of maintaining
 order and security along this coastal stretch".56

 Nor was Netherlands New Guinea as such brought into existence
 by the Indies Government except in terms of grudging reaction to
 inescapable pressures. Even in the most nominal sense, Indies
 sovereignty was extended over the western half of the island sim
 ply as a measure of sheer self-defence. The purpose was to inter
 pose a physical barrier between the commercially valuable areas
 of the Indies proper, and the expansionist ambitions of the other
 European powers, with Great Britain, as in the eighteenth century,
 causing the greatest concern in this connection.57

 As a Dutch scholar frankly summarized the situation in 1849,
 just after the Indies Government, on behalf of Tidore, had laid
 claim to the whole of West New Guinea:

 "The prosperity which Netherlands India enjoys, makes
 it imperative for the Government to neglect nothing to assure
 for itself a natural limit, precisely circumscribed in the
 extreme east where its possessions, composed of islands scat
 tered over a vast extent of ocean have only as a point of
 strength the centre of the numerous archipelagos of which
 Ambon is the principal mustering ground [place d'arm?].
 The passages of the north-east and the north of the Moluccas
 being defended by Batjan, Tidor, Ternate and Dodingo [?],
 it was of the greatest importance for the masters of the
 archipelago that the protecting flag wave equally in the
 extreme east of their colonial domain. It was to this end
 that they were to take possession in 1828 of a very extended
 section of the western coast of New Guinea. This was then
 the only way of preserving the Moluccas and the eastern
 archipelagos from all hostile blows, as well as all attempts

 56. Op. cit., II, 435.
 57. In season and out, for a hundred and eighty-five years, from approximately

 1700 to 1885, the Dutch government and public were constantly engaged in
 worried speculation over English intentions towards the Netherlands East
 Indies. This concern was little affected by whether Great Britain, at any
 given time, was an official enemy or an official friend.
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 at annexation on the part of the European powers, the
 agents of which prowled incessantly in these parts".58

 It was under such pressures as these that, in the international sense
 at least, New Guinea's position by 1885 had been clarified as never
 before and the nineteenth century version of the New Guinea
 problem, such as it was, had been laid to rest. It is with the
 means by which this was done that the concluding section is
 concerned.

 The Defining of West New Guinea's Political Status, 1814-1884

 It was not until 1824, when the restored Dutch regime had occa
 sion to conclude "contracts" with the Sultanates of Ternate and

 Tidore, that the enumeration of Tidorese territory given in article
 five of the British sponsored treaty of 1814 received specific sanc
 tion.59 Earlier that same year a Netherlands Indies decree, in
 defining the jurisdiction of the Residency of Ternate, had listed
 as included thereunder: "the Papuan Islands . . and that section of
 New Guinea which belongs under the sovereignty of Tidore".60
 Of this decree: Haga comments: "That section of the island which
 was brought under the Ternate Residency only came under Nether
 lands sovereignty by virtue of the territorial rights of the vassal
 ruler of Tidore".61

 Such was the state of affairs when the Netherlands and Great

 Britain, on March 17, 1824 concluded a treaty designed to amplify
 the previously mentioned convention of August 13, 1814, and to
 place the rights and obligations of the colonial powers on a new
 footing62 The treaty's chief concern was with the settlement of the
 respective territorial claims on Sumatra and the adjacent islands,
 and the regulation of trade and commerce. But in the exchange of
 notes following the signing of the treaty, the British plenipotentiaries
 defined, to the stated satisfaction of the Dutch negotiators, the term
 "Moluccas ... as applicable to that group of islands which has the
 Celebes to the west, New Guinea to the east and Timor to the
 south, . . ,"63

 58. C. J. Temminck, Coup-d'Oeil General sur les Possessions N?erlandaises dans
 ITnde Archipelagique (Leiden, 1849) III, 341-342.

 59. Haga, II, 8. While a contract had been signed with Tidore by the Indies
 Government in 1817, it was essentially a repetition of the contract of 1780
 (see footnote 51).

 60. Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indie No. 26b (Batavia, 1824).
 61. Op. cit., II, 9.
 62. deSturler, pp. 204-292; for the full English text of the treaty itself and the

 notes exchanged, see British and Foreign State Papers, 1823-1824 (compiled by
 the Librarian and Keeper of the Papers, Foreign Office, London, 1825), pp. 194-213.

 63. deSturler, pp. 346 and 349.
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 Haga comments on this:
 "However it cannot be asserted on any basis that by the

 Treaty of 1824 the whole island of New Guinea should be
 explicity awarded to the Netherlands.

 The English, as well as the Dutch, had the right therefore
 to settle themselves in that section which did not belong to
 the Netherlands, (and) the English, therefore, had full rights
 to settle themselves on New Guinea outside Tidorese
 territory".64

 In typical fashion the first Dutch attempt to establish a valid basis
 for an independent claim to sovereignty over any area of New
 Guinea came about as an almost automatic reflex action to the
 always present expectation of aggressive British action. In 1826
 an ultimately unsuccessful British effort was made to establish a
 settlement on Melville Island, off the northern coast of Australia.65
 As a result, the Governor of the Moluccas was ordered by the Dutch
 Colonial Ministry to take steps to establish sovereignty over West
 New Guinea in terms of a direct Dutch claim.

 The result was the despatch from Ambon in 1828 of a small
 expedition, which landed in the area of Triton Bay, where the expe
 dition's chief, Commissioner van Delden, read a proclamation. This
 stated that:

 ". . .here, publically, and in the presence of . . . in the name
 of His Majesty ... by this ceremony ... [I] take possession
 of that section of New Guinea and the lands lying therein,
 beginning with the 141st degree of Greenwich longitude on
 the south coast and from there west-northwest and north
 wards to the Cape of Good Hope lying on the north coast;
 excluding, however, the rights which the Sultan of Tidore
 should be permitted to have on the district of. . . "66

 Because of the inability of the medical resources of the time to cope
 with the virulent diseases of the difficult New Guinea climate, Fort

 64. Op. cit., II, 12-13.
 65. Donald C. Gordon, The Australian Frontier in New Guinea, 1870-1885 (New

 York: Columbia University Press, 1951), pp. 48-49.
 66. I have translated this quotation from the version of the Dutch original given

 by Dr. Salomon Muller, Reizen en onderzoikingen in den Indischen archipel
 gedaan op last der Nederlandsche Indische Regering tusschen de jaren 1828 en
 1836 (Voyages and Explorations in the Indies Archipelago carried out on behalf
 of the Netherlands Indies Government between the years 1828 and 1836)
 (Amsterdam, 1857), I, 109; A twentieth century Dutch writer comments some

 what sardonically on the annexation, "Thus, on the birthday of King William
 I, August 24, 1828, a 'pearl' was added to his crown. But, alas, how little value
 it appeared to possess!" Dr. E. B. Kielstra, "Nieuw-Guinea," De Indische
 archipel (Haarlem, 1917), p. 303.
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 deBus, as the post was named, had to be abandoned in 1836 and
 the practical results of the 1828 expedition were nil.

 Commenting on the events of 1828 some years later, an English
 geographer, after terming the proclamation the "single exception"
 to the general rule that "any action which the Dutch have taken
 has been solely in the capacity of suzerain of the Sultan of Tidore",
 went on to observe:

 "Their only direct act of annexation in New Guinea, sanc
 tioned by order of the Home Government, was in August,
 1818, when Commissioner van Delden, by proclamation,
 fixed the limits on Dutch territory.

 The Dutch proclamation contains besides a curious in
 formality. It takes possession of the "coast of New Guinea,"
 between the "two points above specified, and of the lands
 lying within," but it does not say how far inland the annexa
 tion is to extend; it could hardly, from the formation of the
 land, be intended to join the two points named by a straight
 line".67

 Neither Dutch nor British sources offer any explanation or, for that
 matter, a plausible theory as to why Commissioner van Delden chose
 the 141st parallel, rather than the 135th or 143rd, as the boundary
 line. It was apparently a purely arbitrary selection.

 But, whatever the reason for its initial selection, once chosen the
 141st parallel remained thereafter the basis for the eastern boundary
 of Dutch territorial claims on New Guinea. It was so accepted,
 for example, in a secret decree of the Indies Government in 1848,
 which defined Tidorese territorial claims on the basis of an equally
 secret report made in 1846 by A. L. Weddick, the Governor of
 Borneo.68 Commenting on the secret decree of 1848 some ten years
 later, a Government Commission observed:

 "This boundary description was done with reference to the
 suggestion made in this connection by the Governor of
 Borneo, . . ., in his above-mentioned report ... and, in
 accord therewith, in 1850, throughout the whole territory
 of New Guinea, posts were erected, bearing the Netherlands
 coat of arms and the inscription 'Netherlands Indies'.

 It seems, therefore, that the last-mentioned definition,
 even though not, as in the territorial occupation of 1828,
 prefaced by a proclamation, must be regarded as defining
 the extent of Netherlands territory on New Guinea.

 67. Co?ts Trotter, "New Guinea: A Summary of our Present Knowledge with
 regard to the Island", Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society (London,
 1884), VI, 213.

 68. Haga, II, 76.
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 In this connection, attention is drawn to article 3 of the
 still active agreement concluded on May 27th, 1824, with
 the Sultans of Ternate and Tidore, by which 'supremacy
 and sovereignty of the Netherlands government over the
 states of Ternate and Tidore' [by the rulers in question]
 is recognized . . . one comes to the conclusion that the

 Netherlands Indies Government stands in no other relation
 ship to the above-described Netherlands territory on New
 Guinea than in the capacity of Overlord and Sovereign over
 the state of Tidore ... ; it follows therefore that the poli
 tical relationship forbids, without further agreement with
 Tidore, by the nature of all supreme authority, any direct
 interference by the Sovereign in the immediate administra
 tion of these lands without the intermediary of the ruling
 vassal .. .

 Recapitulating the foregoing, one comes to the con
 clusion in a few words that the political connection of the
 state of Tidore to the section of New Guinea which recog
 nized the Sultan's authority is comprised in the fact that the
 above-mentioned ruler is able to obtain the observance of
 his commands only from the peoples of the coast; and that
 this authority is imposed only by the patrol vessels of that
 state on the coastal dwellers who are held in their places
 only by or from fear of these vessels . . . finally the political
 connection of the above-mentioned sections of New Guinea
 to the Netherlands Indies Government is, by the chiefs and
 people, considered as not otherwise than as that of a power
 standing above the Sultan of Tidore; the commands of which
 they receive only through the intermediary of this ruler;
 similarly that with the Tidorese state also an agreement has
 been reached hindering all direct intervention in the govern
 ment of the peoples of New Guinea".69

 Discussing the question of New Guinea's international status just
 prior to its "permanent" clarification in 1884, a British geographer
 commented:

 "For the line now popularly considered to be the Dutch
 frontier line and which traverses New Guinea on the 141st

 meridian, the only foundation appears to be a mere rescript
 (besluit) of the Governor-General of the Dutch East Indies
 in 1848, van Rochussen, who defines proprio motu, the rights
 of the Sultan of Tidore as extending along the north coast
 to 140 degrees, 47 minutes east, and an enterprising map

 maker must have then stepped in and completed the arrange
 69. Nieuw Guinea, ethnographisch en natuurkundig, onderzocht en beschreven in

 1858 door een Nederlandsch-Indische Commissie (New Guinea, Ethnographically
 and Physically, Investigated and Described in 1858 by a Netherlands Indies
 Commission) (This document is often referred to as the "Etna Report" after
 the name of the ship on which the Commission voyaged.) published in the
 BRI, 22 (1862), pp. 193-196.
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 ment by drawing a line from that point to meet the limit
 laid down in 1828 on the south coast, for it cannot be sup
 posed that so scientific a frontier was drawn by so unscientific
 a potentate as the Sultan of Tidore ....

 At all events it is clear that no valid act of annexation was
 performed by van Rochussen in 1848, nor probably was any
 such act intended. It is true that the rights of Holland are
 declared to extend to ... [a previously mentioned] point on
 the north coast, in her capacity as suzerain of Tidore; but
 her rights to interfere directly in the administration is ex
 pressly stated to derive its validity solely from the connection
 with Tidore; and even the lesser rajahs along the coast, with
 whom the Dutch have made agreements, consider these to
 exist only in virtue of the same relationship. Now, first,
 there is abundant evidence that to the east of Geelvink Bay
 the natives either repudiate the rights of Tidore, or are
 ignorant of its existence; and secondly, its rights which never
 extended far inland, could hardly be the basis for the annexa
 tion of an inland territory 400 miles across; besides which the
 definition of its rights above quoted deals expressly and
 exclusively with the coasts, from the point mentioned on the
 north coast westward, and round to that named on the
 south. . . .

 It seems probable that the slight show of possession hitherto
 kept up by Holland may, except perhaps as regards the
 western peninsula, be read as signifying no definite annexa
 tion, but merely a provisional claim in case of her becoming
 able, which she probably at one time contemplated, to under
 take the development of this vast region; or it may simply
 represent the survival of a state of matters now past or pass
 ing away ? a caution to all unlicensed traders to the New
 Guinea coast, and a barrier against intrusion from the east
 into her Moluccan preserves".70

 Apparently the Indies Government wished both to stake out, in
 the words used by Trotter in the previous quotation, a "provisional
 claim" to all of western New Guinea through the intermediary of
 Tidore and yet keep for itself the sovereignty rights asserted in
 the 1828 proclamation. For Haga quotes a second secret decree
 of 1848, in addition to the one previously cited with its sweeping
 assertions of Tidorese sovereignty over New Guinea. Of this
 second secret decree, Haga writes:

 "In substance thereby the Resident of Ternate was in
 structed through the intermediary of the Sultan of Tidore,
 to grant title (deeds?) of installation to the chiefs on New
 Guinea who were located within the Tidorese area of that
 island; and the Resident of Banda was instructed:

 70. Trotter, pp. 214-215.
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 'as intermediary for the Governor of the Moluccas, to offer
 information, suggestions and advice in connection with the
 possibility that the administration of Banda arrange for the
 titles of installation of chiefs of those areas and islands
 belonging to the Netherlands territory on New Guinea
 which do not come under the authority of the Sultan of
 Tidore/

 Which section of New Guinea must be considered as
 Netherlands territory is likewise not stated here, and ap
 parently there was doubt about the possibility of properly
 asserting the Netherlands authority.

 However, we can see definitely from this decree that the
 Government wanted to include the direct Netherlands terri
 tory in the Residency of Banda, . . .

 It would have been very much more proper if the whole
 west and south coast had been considered as direct Nether
 lands territory on the basis of the proclamation of 1828.

 The districts mentioned in the treaty of 1814 do not extend
 to these coasts, as we know that in 1847 no right of posses
 sion, resting on an historical basis, was conceded to Tidore
 on these coasts, where Gorammers and Ceramlauters and the
 like were dominant. But while the territory was less pro
 perly defined, at least as long as the plan existed to bring a
 section of the coast under Banda, the correct principle was
 at least not completely lost from sight, and we may take this
 as proof that the Netherlands based its claim to the south
 eastern section of the coast on the proclamation of 1828, and
 otherwise on the sovereignty over Tidore".71

 If, as Haga implies, the provisions of this second decree of 1848
 were to be taken literally, then the Netherlands Indies Government
 had indeed placed itself in a curious position with respect to the
 south coast territory designated for direct rule. The net effect
 was that simultaneously it became both the feudal overlord of the
 Sultanate of Tidore and all its territories and, on the south coast,
 the vassal of the Sultan. While undoubtedly the problems of
 financial outlay and administrative staffing were the chief factors
 inhibiting any actions in connection with those areas of New Guinea
 considered as directly governed,72 the ludicrous difficulties involved
 in this tangled web of feudal relationships may well have played a
 role also.

 Although in the years following 1848 it was demonstrated time
 and again how all-encompassing was the myth of Tidorese sove
 71. Nederlandsch Nieuw-Guinea, II, 83-84.
 72. Rather significantly, though probably with proper discretion, no effort was

 ever made by the Netherlands Indies Government to define these areas.
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 reignty over New Guinea, it was stubbornly adhered to and minute
 ly documented by official Dutch sources.73 The official Indies
 Yearbook (Regeerings Almanak) for 1885, for example, gives the
 first detailed description of Tidorese territory since the 1848
 decrees. After stating that the Residency of Ternate "is formed
 from the territories of the Sultans of Ternate, Tidore and Batjan",
 it goes on to say of the territories of the second of these rulers:

 "The territory of Tidore consists of the island of Tidore
 and four small islands nearby; the two eastern mainland sec
 tions of Halmaheira (Gilolo) with the nearby islands; the
 section of New Guinea from Cape Saprop Maneh (Cape
 Bonpland) on the north coast, along the coast, further west,
 south and south-eastwards to the 141st degree of Greenwich
 east longitude, including therein the districts Wonin di
 bawa and Namtotte and the nearby islands".74

 Haga comments on this description:

 "The ambiguity comes from the words 'including therein,'
 which were entirely unnecessary if a homogenous unit were
 being dealt with, for Onin and Namatotte are already in
 cluded in the general description, and therefore it was com
 pletely unnecessary to mention these districts specifically
 once again.

 The 'including therein' was still a result of the procla
 mation of 1828, but it no longer made sense now that
 New Guinea disappeared completely under Banda and was
 entirely ? in so far as we made any claims on it ? brought
 under the crown of Tidore. .. .

 It is further noteworthy that there is mention only of the
 coast of New Guinea, and also that no interior boundary is

 mentioned".75

 This continuing vagueness in describing the interior boundary of
 New Guinea was not remedied until the 1875 edition of the
 Regeerings Almanak when, for the first time, under "Tarnate", the
 most westerly section of that residency was described as consist
 ing of:

 73. See, for example, Governor-General van Twist's statement on the Residency
 of Ternate in the Roloniale Verslag over 1855 ('s-Gravenhage, 1856), p. 18;
 the Etna Report, op. cit., pp. 86-87, 188-193; also, P. van der Crab's De

 Moluksche eilanden, reis van Z. E. den Gouverneur-General Charles Ferdinand
 Pahud door den Molukschen Archipel (Batavia, 1862), pp. 326-327. For the
 text of the 1861 "contract" with Tidore, see the Handelingen der Staten
 Generaal, Tweede Ramer, Zitting 1861-1862, Bijlagen: Bijblad van der Neder
 landsche Staats-Courant, ('s-Gravenhage: Staatsdrukkerij-voor den dienst, 1863),
 pp. 781-784.

 74. (Batavia: Staatsdrukkerij, 1865), pp. 267-268.
 75. Nederlandsch Nieuw-Guinea, II, 184-185.
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 "the north-western section of New Guinea eastwards,
 bounded by a straight line, running from Cape Bonpland,
 on the eastern side of Humboldt's Bay, 140 degrees, 47
 minutes, east longitude, on the north coast, to 140 degrees
 east longitude on the south coast, with the nearby islands,
 including: Prince Frederick Hendrick Island, Adi Island",76

 Designating this as a complete break with the theory of the 1828
 proclamation, Haga, with some asperity, observes:

 "Coasts and interior areas were, therefore, without any
 reservations, described as Tidorese territory, and this, above
 all, in the year 1875, when there was the most absolute
 certainty that Tidorese authority only had rights of exist
 ence in a small section of the coast, and in the interior not
 at all".77

 Further, in the final "contract" made with Tidore during the period
 under consideration, that of 1872, the Sultan and his officials, on
 the basis of a by then almost century old precedent, were required
 (Article 1) to accept the fact that "the state of Tidore and its depen
 dencies continued to constitute a part of the Netherlands Indies",
 and that the state existed only as a "fiet" of the Indies Government,
 /Article 2) with full acknowledgment (Article 9) of the "unques
 tioned right of the Netherlands-Indies Government, should it find
 such a measure desirable, to take into its own hands the adminis
 tration of the whole state, or any section thereof".78

 It was on the basis of this Clause 9 of the "contract" of 1872 that
 in 1902 administrative action was taken for the establishment of a

 police and military post at Merauke, at the borderline of south-west
 New Guinea, to control the tribal raids of the Tugeri. But, because
 of the sweeping, if quite fictitious, rights in that area which had been
 awarded Tidore by the first secret decree of 1848, the Netherlands
 Indies Government felt obligated to purchase these rights at the
 cost of an annual subsidy to the Tidorese Sultan of six thousand
 guilders.79 But until a few months before the "transfer of sove
 reignty" to the new Indonesian Republic in 1949, the status of the
 remainder of New Guinea continued unchanged.80 In 1894* for
 example, when the "alliance" between the Tidorese Sultans and the
 Indies Government was renewed, enumerated as being included

 76. (Batavia; Staatsdrukkerij, 1875), p. 226.
 77. Nederlandsch Nieuw-Guinea, II, 280.
 78. For the full text of this contract, see Haga, II, 439-454.
 79. Galis, "Geschiedenis," Nieuw-Guinea, I, 29.
 80. For an analysis of the curious timing involved in the administrative modification

 of New Guinea's status in July, 1949, see Robert C. Bone, The Dynamics of the
 Western New Guinea (Irian Barat) Problem, Interim Report Series, Modern
 Indonesia Project, Southeast Asia Program, Department of Far Eastern Studies,
 Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., second printing, 1962, pp. 55-56.
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 among the territories of the Sultan's realm was "the entire area of
 Western New Guinea".81

 But however much it fitted into official policy to maintain the
 politic fiction of Tidorese sovereignty over Western New Guinea,
 Dutch officials of the twentieth century showed themselves no less
 aware than their nineteenth and eighteenth century predecessors of
 the realities of the situation. Within the space of less than thirty
 years, during the final period of Dutch rule in the East Indies, we
 find Tidorese sovereignty over West New Guinea characterized as
 being of "purely theoretical character" (1907) and, almost a gene
 ration later, as "purely fictitious" (1935).82 Although beyond the
 chronological limits of this paper, it is worth noting in passing that,
 except in terms of a sentimental historical argument, Tidorese
 "rights" in connection with New Guinea figured not at all in con
 nection with the claims made by the Republic of Indonesia for pos
 session of the area during the long thirteen year (1949-1962) wrangle
 with the Netherlands over the question. Rather the Indonesian
 case was based fundamentally on the argument that West New
 Guinea had been part of the Netherlands Indies as such, and thus
 that the new Indonesian regime as the legal heir to the former
 Indies policy should, therefore, exercise sovereignty over all of West
 New Guinea in terms of the area as constituting all territory to
 the west of the 141st parallel.83

 On the world scene the final act which defined New Guinea's
 international status in a global sense was initiated when, on
 November 6th, 1884, the Union Jack was unfurled at Port Moresby
 on the south coast, and the standard of Imperial Germany was
 pJanted in the north on the shores of the Bismarck Sea. By these
 acts respective claims were made to Papua and to North-East New
 Guinea for the British and German empires respectively. In both
 cases the 141st parallel, by the British in 1895 and the Germans in
 1910, was recognized as constituting the boundary of "Netherlands New Guinea."

 81. Bijlagen, Handelingen, Tweede Ramer, Zitting 9100-1901, op. cit., 169, No. 28
 82. The first quotation is taken from one of the best known reports of the pre-World

 War I period ? that by Captain H. Colijn (Nota becreffende de ten anzien van
 Nieuw Guinea te volgen gedragslijn, Batavia, 1907, p. 13), usually referred to
 for short as the "Colijn Report" (Nota Colijn). The-second quotation is taken
 from a letter on New Guinea's future written by the Resident (interestingly
 enough, Haga by name) of the Moluccas on January 31, 1935, to the Gover
 nor-General, as quoted in the official and unpublished "Verslag van de studiecom
 missie Nieuw Guinea, ingesteld bij gouvernementsbesluit van 15 Maart 1948,
 No. 3", pp. 15-16.

 83. For statement and discussion of the Indonesian arguments, see Bone, pp. 56-158,
 passim; in particular, Chapter V ? "The Irian Issue in the World Forum, 1953
 1958," pp. 120-165, is concerned with the presentation of the UN General

 Assembly phase of the Irian dispute.
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 By the final tripartite partition of New Guinea in 1884, the island
 was brought, however inconspicuously, at least, into the main cur
 rents of world history. Its myth and legend were now behind it.
 From this point hence, until the troubled period following World
 War II, developments in West New Guinea were no longer within
 the area of international affairs, but rather that of the administra
 tive jurisdiction of the Netherlands Indies Government at Batavia.

 But in the three hundred year period between the date of the
 first Netherlands East Indies Company "contract" with Tidore
 (1660) and the incorporation of West New Guinea into the Re
 public of Indonesia in 1963, it would be difficult to find any terri
 tory in the world whose status was more shrouded in vague
 ness, confused by myth, obscured by indifference or more defined
 by calculated indirection. It is the writer's hope that, in part at
 least, this paper has served to clarify some of the aspects of the first
 New Guinea problem, and to present for examination the fasci
 nating complexities of the uniquely complicated history of the pat
 tern of development of the international status of West New Guinea.
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